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2B  Ivory1A  Snow White

3B  Bone White 4B  Silky Green

7B  Coral Pink5B  Mist Blue

8B  Light Gray 9A  Fresh Milk

Standard color

1.0 Decorative Calcium Silicate Boards

Stendo#500/T/S/MR

The enhanced surface performance characteristics of these sophisticated 
noncombustibledecorative boards makes them ideal for interior finishing 
in spaces where cleanliness is essential,such as clean rooms. 
They consist of Hiluc M (calcium silicate boards coated) with a 
UV-hardened sealer and finished with coatings designed for various 
purposes. Basic features include superior smoothness, resistance to 
chemicals and ease of decontamination.
The range also includes antistatic types and MRSA germicidal types, 
as well as products designed to withstand germicidal lamp rays.

Excellent surface performance in 
indoor areas where hygiene is a priority.

Standard Specifications 
Decorative layer 

Base board

Thickness

 

Standard weight 

Remarks 

mm

mm

kg/m2

Acrylic-urethane resin

Hiluc M (1.0 calcium silicate board)

6

6.9

Decorative side: All for edges chamfered 
Back: Sealer treated    Edges: Single-tone paint

（  ）Sizes in parentheses are made-to-order.
＊ Single-tone paint on edges applies to Stendo#500 only. Stendo#500T/S/MR edges are not painted.
※Standard product weights are standard values adjusted for moisture absorption ratios.

Standard color noncombustible certification number  
NM-3455（Stendo#500/T/MR）
Customer color noncombustible certification number 
NM-4486（Stendo#500/T/MR）
Noncombustible certification number 
NM-3456（Stendo#500Ｓ）

910×1820
910×2420

（910×910）  
（910×2730）

※Stendo#500Ｔは、1A色が対応できません。
※Stendo#500Sは、7B色が対応できません。
※Stendo#500のみ、抗菌仕様の対応も可能で
　す。（受注対応）
※Please note that actual colors may differ 
　from those shown here because of the 
　limitations of the printing process. 

Decorative Layer Cross-section（Stendo#500）

Stendo#500常備在庫
（910×1820mm、910×2420mm）

Kitchen, Villa de Mariages

Interior
walls
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Interior
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in medical
institutions

Width × Length

Features
●Interior decorative boards with 　
　superior surface smoothness
●Resistant to chemicals, designed to 
　prevent deterioration resulting from 
　washing or adhesion
●Resistant to dirt adhesion, extremely 
　easy to clean
●Excellent resistance to water̶ideal 
　for spaces in which water is used
●Not classed as formaldehyde 
　emitting materials, warning labels 
　not required

Uses
◆Interior finishing in clean rooms and 
　medical institutions
◆Interior walls and ceilings, etc., in 
　general buildings, kitchens and 
　sanitary facilities

Stendo#500

Stendo#500T

Stendo#500S

Stendo#500MR

Standard type

Antistatic type 
(resistant to dust adhesion)

Resistant to discoloration 
under germicidal lamp rays

Designed to prevent MRSA 
(methicillin-resistant 
staphylococcus aureus) 
infections in hospitals 

Acrylic urethane coating 

Front: Urethane sealer 

Chamfered on four edges (single-tone paint)

Rear:
Urethane sealer

Filled using a UV-hardened coating
Hiluc M (1.0 calcium silicate boards)
Thickness 6mm

Edge: 
single-tone paint


